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Tom 
Flanagan
Great people and a commitment to 
innovation and being best-in-class 
made EG first choice for the 
RSG product manager

You joined EG as part of the RELX 
graduate scheme. How did you 
get involved and what was your 
experience? Is this a programme 
you would recommend to future 
candidates?
LexisNexis Risk Solutions Group’s 
market-leading position across a 
range of sectors attracted me to the 
company. Its transformation from a 
publishing giant to analytics giant, 
focusing on tools and solutions, 
made a position with the Product 
Management Programme extremely 
appealing to me.

The two-year scheme enabled 
me to rotate across three RSG 
brands: EG, XpertHR and Cirium, 
giving me an overview of various 
processes and approaches and 
building up my own understanding 
of how the ideal team should 
operate. The role offers variety, 
autonomy and, most importantly, 
high levels of responsibility, and I 
would recommend the scheme to 
anyone who wishes to develop a vast 
skillset and work within a fantastic 
organisation. 

RSG values its employees and it 
is comforting when I look around 
the virtual room and see former 
graduates in managerial positions, 
highlighting the real progression 
opportunities. 

After completing the programme, 
what made you feel most aligned to 
the EG brand and want to return?
EG is a business like no other. I 
remember my first day in the office 
being told: “The people here are great, 
you’ll love it,” but having heard this 
in the first week of every job I have 
held previously, this felt a formality. 
On reflection, those words were a 
massive understatement and, as 
clichéd as it sounds, the people are 
the foundation of why it is a fantastic 
place to work. 

Building on this, EG is committed 
to delivering best-in-class, innovative 
solutions. It also goes further through 
its dedication to inspiring positive 
change through initiatives around 
ESG, technology, wellbeing and 
diversity, making my decision to 
return to EG after two years rotating 
around RSG an easy one.

Recently you took part in a media 
training course and are now a 
member of the EG Speakers Bureau. 
What impact has this had on your 
ability to articulate your insights on 
current trends in real estate? 
Working from home has brought 
about change to the physical workday 
surrounds for everyone. The way we 
interact with one another has also 
shifted as we find ourselves in virtual 

rooms for most of the working day. 
EG, in partnership with Rough House 
Media, ran a workshop to enhance 
our communication skills in response 
to these changes. 

As a result of the programme, I 
have become more confident in 
communicating with clients and 
it has helped me gain a better 
understanding of the EG audience. 
EG does a great job in investing in 
its people, and I look forward to 
developing even further this year.

How will you contribute to EG 
achieving its 2022 goals?
I am optimistic that 2022 will be the 
year we begin to live alongside the 
virus and crystallise what the new 
normal really looks like, especially 
in property. EG’s vision to power 
the commercial real estate market 
through data and intelligence will be 
foundational in solving high-value 
customer challenges this year. To 
achieve this, my focus will be working 
closely with the market and our 
customers to ensure insight and a 
genuine narrative is at the heart of 
the product team and EG. This will 
enable us to develop our current 
portfolio of products and seek out 
new opportunities to add value and 
help property professionals answer 
key questions for their clients.
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